SMEC provides Asset Management support for Local Government Agency
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SMEC is currently undertaking the asset management planning and remediation activities of multiple aquatic centres for an Australian-based local government agency.

Currently 24 months into the three-year program of work, SMEC is performing condition assessments of the structural, mechanical and electrical components at three centres. The development of life cycle asset management plans and work management yearly budgeting requirements will then be completed.

The scope of work also involves the identification of defect remediation activities and management of the tender and remediation process.

At one facility, SMEC employed the latest 3D scanning technology to fabricate parts required for essential equipment and minimise downtime for its customers.

When completed the client will realise significant improvements in cost control management, visibility of future asset expenditure, and reduce facility downtime due to earlier detection and resolution of maintenance defects or incidents.
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For more information about SMEC’s Asset Management services visit www.smec.com/assetmanagement